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�� Settlements NoticeSettlements Notice

�� Amendment to Regulation 773/2004Amendment to Regulation 773/2004

Public Consultation until 21 Dec. 2007Public Consultation until 21 Dec. 2007

Settlements Package: Settlements Package: 
EC specificEC specific
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EC Settlements: The conceptEC Settlements: The concept

�� Aim: procedural savingsAim: procedural savings

�� Cooperation expected Cooperation expected ≠≠ leniencyleniency

�� No bargaining / Formal Fining DecisionNo bargaining / Formal Fining Decision

�� If CommissionIf Commission’’s case is convincing, s case is convincing, 
parties may be ready to:parties may be ready to:
–– acknowledge it &acknowledge it &
–– allow for allow for procedural economiesprocedural economies
in exchange for a fine reduction & in exchange for a fine reduction & 

a shorter procedurea shorter procedure
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Savings compared to Savings compared to 

a fully adversarial procedurea fully adversarial procedure

�� Shorter SO and DecisionShorter SO and Decision

�� Access to evidenceAccess to evidence

�� Oral hearingOral hearing

�� LitigationLitigation
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Why cartel cases?Why cartel cases?

�� They hinge on evidenceThey hinge on evidence

�� No dispute on effectsNo dispute on effects

�� Success of the Leniency NoticeSuccess of the Leniency Notice

�� Multiple partiesMultiple parties

�� Multiple confidentiality issuesMultiple confidentiality issues

�� Access to fileAccess to file
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Choice of procedure

�� Settlements procedure is optional:Settlements procedure is optional:
1.1. At CommissionAt Commission’’s discretion,s discretion,

2.2. Upon partiesUpon parties’’ request, request, 

3.3. No right to settle, no duty to settle,No right to settle, no duty to settle,

4.4. All parties in a case get the same chance.All parties in a case get the same chance.

�� Standard procedure remains: Standard procedure remains: 
1.1. Available by default,Available by default,

2.2. FallFall--back procedure.back procedure.
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The Settlements Notice: The Settlements Notice: 

Initial stages of the procedureInitial stages of the procedure

�� Investigation Investigation ““as usualas usual””: leniency, : leniency, 
inspections, requests for infoinspections, requests for info……

�� Is it worth exploring a settlement?Is it worth exploring a settlement?

�� Template to conduct discussions Template to conduct discussions 
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The Settlements Notice: The Settlements Notice: 

Formal Initiation of Proceedings Formal Initiation of Proceedings 
and Exploratory Measuresand Exploratory Measures

�� Info. to all  Info. to all  ““partiesparties”” (and MS) of (and MS) of 
initiation of proceedings initiation of proceedings -- 11(6)11(6)

�� TimeTime--limit limit ≥≥ 2 weeks for parties to: 2 weeks for parties to: 

1.1. Manifest interest in settlement;Manifest interest in settlement;
2.2. Appoint (joint) representatives per Appoint (joint) representatives per 

undertaking;undertaking;
3.3. Submit any leniency application Submit any leniency application ––

leniency window closesleniency window closes
88
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The Settlements Notice: The Settlements Notice: 

Bilateral Settlement DiscussionsBilateral Settlement Discussions

�� Breach of confidentiality: aggravating Breach of confidentiality: aggravating 
circumstancecircumstance

�� Order & pace of talks and disclosures depend on Order & pace of talks and disclosures depend on 
CommissionCommission’’s judgement of progress mades judgement of progress made

�� Agreement on wording of partiesAgreement on wording of parties’’ written written 
settlement submissionssettlement submissions

�� Parties are heard bilaterally and make an Parties are heard bilaterally and make an 
informed decision informed decision 
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The Settlements Notice:The Settlements Notice:
PARTIESPARTIES’’ WRITTEN SETTLEMENT WRITTEN SETTLEMENT 
SUBMISSIONS (WSS)SUBMISSIONS (WSS)

�� PartiesParties’’ WSS contain:WSS contain:
1.1. Acknowledgments Acknowledgments 
2.2. Maximum fineMaximum fine
3.3. Heard during the settlement Heard during the settlement 

discussions, no need for:discussions, no need for:
�� Further accessFurther access
�� Oral hearingOral hearing

4.4. Language provisionLanguage provision

�� PartiesParties’’ commitment conditional commitment conditional 
upon Collegeupon College’’s endorsements endorsement
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The Settlements Notice: The Settlements Notice: 

SO and ReplySO and Reply

FORMAL SO ENDORSING WSSFORMAL SO ENDORSING WSS

�� Adoption by empowerment Adoption by empowerment -- NotificationNotification

PARTIESPARTIES’’ REPLY REPLY 
�� In about one week, if SO endorses WSS  In about one week, if SO endorses WSS  
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The Settlements Notice: The Settlements Notice: 

SettlementSettlement DecisionDecision

�� Immediate drafting of final streamlined Immediate drafting of final streamlined 
decision endorsing WSS (with fine reduction)decision endorsing WSS (with fine reduction)

�� HOHO’’ss reportreport
�� Advisory CommitteeAdvisory Committee
�� Adoption of the Settlement Decision based on Adoption of the Settlement Decision based on 
a a ““settled SOsettled SO””: : 

–– Streamlined, but up to legal standardStreamlined, but up to legal standard
–– Legal basis: Arts. 7 & 23 of Reg. 1/2003Legal basis: Arts. 7 & 23 of Reg. 1/2003
–– Published in OJPublished in OJ
–– Judicial review availableJudicial review available
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Respect of partiesRespect of parties’’ right to be heardright to be heard

�� A settlement phase A settlement phase enlarges companiesenlarges companies’’ options options toto ::

––Be Be informed earlierinformed earlier of of potential objections & evidencepotential objections & evidence supporting themsupporting them

––Be Be informed at allinformed at all of the likely maximum of the likely maximum amount of the fineamount of the fine

––Express their viewsExpress their views thereon & thereon & influence the contents of the SOinfluence the contents of the SO

�� Parties make an informed Parties make an informed choice to settle or notchoice to settle or not in view of:in view of:

––All documents supporting the objectionsAll documents supporting the objections

––Other (NC) docs. listed at that stage in the case file, when jusOther (NC) docs. listed at that stage in the case file, when justifiedtified

�� Full access to file remains availableFull access to file remains available for those who do for those who do not settle,not settle, postpost--
SO & upon request (as today).SO & upon request (as today).

�� Hearing OfficerHearing Officer

�� Settled SO/Settlement Decision Settled SO/Settlement Decision endorse partiesendorse parties’’ submissionssubmissions

�� Judicial review remains possibleJudicial review remains possible
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SETTLEMENTS & LENIENCY

Settlements aim at procedural savingsSettlements aim at procedural savings

The reward for settlements has to be:The reward for settlements has to be:

1.1. Enough (now left open), but has an Enough (now left open), but has an upper limitupper limit,,
2.2. Applicable Applicable with or withoutwith or without leniencyleniency
3.3. CumulativeCumulative with leniency, when both apply.with leniency, when both apply.
4.4. Equivalent for allEquivalent for all cartel members who settlecartel members who settle

Some mechanisms are required:Some mechanisms are required:

1.1. Leniency window closesLeniency window closes when settlement window when settlement window 
opensopens

2.2. Protection of Protection of corporate statementscorporate statements applies to bothapplies to both
3.3. Specific frameworksSpecific frameworks (leniency/settlements notices)(leniency/settlements notices)
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